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SPOOKTACULAR WAYS TO
DECORATE YOUR
FOR HALLOWEEN
If you can’t beat them, join them. Even if the thought of Halloween fills you
with dread (no pun intended), the thought of being the only party pooper not
involved in your street could be even worse. But don’t worry. There are some
really simple ideas that could take your house from not-so-spooky disaster to
spooktacular in no time.

Invest in a fog machine (or hire one)
Sometimes the simplest special effect can add the most impressive drama. Put a
dry ice machine in your entryway so that when you open the front door, you’re
enveloped in a cloud of spooky white mist. Or set it up outside so it’s eerily covering
the footpath to your front door or verandah– we’re shuddering just thinking about it.
Add some music or ghostly sound effects to really raise the bar.
Leave no window (or door) undecorated
Whether you choose spiders, ghosts, jack-o’-lanterns, bats or cats and broomsticks,
placing cutouts of them all over your windows will have a pleasing festive effect.
Get the kids involved by printing out templates off Google Images to make loads of
ghastly cardboard cutouts and garlands to stick up all over the house.

Make yourself a monster front door
Monster or mummify? Make a daring impact on arrival by turning your front
door into a scary and fun feature. We’ve found some easy tutorials, for
example, Modern Day Moms created a simple yet effective front door
monster with streamers and paper plates. Easy peasy.
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SPOOKTACULAR WAYS TO
DECORATE YOUR
FOR HALLOWEEN
Outdoor glowing jack-o’-lanterns
If you have a front porch, create a warm, welcoming effect by
stringing up a bunch of Halloween lanterns. The orange glow
will show from a distance, so there’ll be no questioning your
Halloween spirit and invitation to trick or treaters to come
knocking.
Floating witches hats
These are less warm and inviting, more wow-factor. Lots of
people go with the standard orange pumpkin lanterns, so why
not think a little left of centre and go for floating, glowing,
witches hats. The little witches and wizards in your
neighbourhood will love it!
Hang eerie essentials from fencing & trees
If you have trees or a front fence, utilise them. Hang spiderwebs, zombies, rubber snakes, flashing fairy lights, spiders,
bats, aliens, ghosts, ghouls, pumpkins, skeletons, skulls,
bones, and anything else you can think of that’s frightful! Local
kids will also love playing with a Halloween treat-filled pinata
hung from your tree.
Re-name the lollies
This is so simple, we can’t believe we didn’t think of it before.
What child doesn’t find the concept of things that are gross,
slimy and disgusting, funny? Why not rename your lollies into
things like ghost poop (Maltesers), alien eyeballs (gumballs),
monster scabs (honeycomb) and witches warts (strawberries
and cream)?
Theme it like you mean it
A theme can tie everything together in your front yard and
costume choice in a fun and special way. Maybe you’re going
for a spooky Alice in Wonderland, a creepy alien invasion
Stranger Things vibe, a Thriller inspired graveyard, or a dark
Harry Potter look. Regardless of what theme you choose, once
you have one in mind the other ideas will roll in nicely.

Most of all, have fun and stay safe. Tips for safe trick or treat this
year with the kids:

Make trick-or-treating safer - avoid direct contact with trick-ortreaters and give out treats outdoors, if possible.

Set up a station with individually bagged treats for kids to take.

Wash hands before handling treats and always wear a mask.

Make sure that the costume won’t get in the way of your child’s
eyesight and they wear masks to protect them.

Depending on the age group, have an adult go around to supervise
the group of kids while they’re trick or treating. It’s also a good idea
to plan a route with the other parents in advance so that you know
where the kids will be going on the night.

Only accept and consume wrapped Halloween lollies for hygiene
reasons.

Remind the kids it’s all just fun and games. To prevent nightmares
and a terrified toddler, reassure them before going out that the
scary costumes are all just ‘pretend’.

If you don’t feel comfortable with your child going trick or treating
on the streets, why not have a Halloween party at home? A spooky
Halloween backyard lolly hunt or trick or treating along your
driveway.
Have a happy Halloween!

Don’t leave them guessing
There’s nothing worse than putting the effort into your
Halloween costume, only to have no one recognise what you
are. And, as it will be mainly children interacting with you (with
a few adult chaperones), it’s probably best to keep it simple and
stay away from a cryptic outfit. Superheroes, witches, pirates,
ghosts and Disney princesses are always a winner with the
kiddies.

Dear David,
I’d like to compliment your guys firstly for the quality of
their workmanship and in addition the professional
manner they have undertaken their work. They moved
through the various areas unobtrusively and were very
respectful of the privacy of the occupants.
It was a pleasure dealing with them throughout the
project. My congratulations to both you and your team
for encouraging such professionalism. -Sid Ryan
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Converting a garage
into a LIVING SPACE
Have you ever considered
converting your Garage into
a liveable room to give you
the extra space you need?
For most of us, buying a home is a
dream come true and once the
boxes are unpacked, we happily
settle
into
furnishing
and
embellishing our very own little
haven of comfort and homeliness.
As time goes on, we typically grow
in size. Our needs, wants and
desires change and very often our
little slice of paradise can’t keep up
with our changing world. In this
age of, discard and throw away
what we no longer want, the
obvious solution to a house you’ve
outgrown, is to sell, move on and
take the happy memories with you.
But why not take a step back and
look at what you have and invest
some time and energy into
rezoning,
repurposing
and
reinventing your existing rooms
and spaces and make them work
for you? Do you really need a
garage that once housed the car,
but is now full of stuff that you
might one-day use?
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Fitness room - Having your own space for fitness and working out is
not only convenient, but it saves money and time, too. You can use
your private gym whenever you wish and in the convenience of your
own home, without schedules, fees, crowds of people, or hygiene
concern. Transforming the garage into a home gym/ fitness room is
therefore a great idea!
Man cave - Another top-choice idea is converting a garage into a
private retreat for the man of the house. In such newly purposed space
the grown-up ‘boy’ will be able to dedicate all his attention to any of his
hobby projects, or just gather some friends and have fun.

Do I need building consent for the conversion work?
A garage is a Class 10a building and is considered a non-habitable
structure as set out in the Building Code of Australia (“BCA”).
Converting a garage to a habitable room is a reclassification to Class
1a and will therefore require a Development Application and Approval
from your local Council before commencement of any work.
Ready to Start Your Garage Remodel?
Before making a final call, consult with contractors and other
professionals to determine whether a garage conversion is the best
way to accomplish your space-enhancing goals efficiently, safely and
with the value of your home intact.

Approval from your local Council
Children’s
playroom - Families
before commencement
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such an idea! It would be extremely convenient to have a
work.
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Whatinare
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Ceiling height is a key factor in
meeting the BCA requirements of
a habitable room. The minimum
ceiling height for a garage is just
2.1m whilst your new habitable
room needs toP4have a PRESTIGE
ceiling HOME TRANSFORMATIONS NEWSLETTER
height of at least 2.4m. In
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7 Tips to Redesign Your
Bedroom on a
Budget
Your bedroom should be a place
that you love to spend time and be
a relaxing retreat from the pace of
the day. With this in mind we’re
sharing design tips that will help you
redesign the space without a major
investment of your time or your
money.

1. Switch it up.

FREE
Get a FREE copy of
the Official Consumer’s
Awareness Guide to Shed
Building (valued at $97):

Changing the layout of the bedroom is so cost effective that it’s free! With a little time
and energy, you can give your space a whole new look just by changing around the
location of your furniture. When you are moving things around, consider omitting some
of the unnecessary pieces. Less is often more. Getting rid of extraneous furniture pieces
can help to open up the space and make it feel more airy. Just changing the direction
that your bed faces can make all the difference in creating a new orientation for your
room.

2. Change your throw pillow and bedding.

It reveals
the big difference between a farm
As the bed is the focal point in the bedroom, changing out throw pillows and/or
your
duvet can be one of the most effective small changes you can make. Selecting
bedding
shed
that’s made “on the cheap” and one
in a color that is completely different from what you currently have can make a huge
really suited to your needs.
impact. White bedding is tried-and-true favorite. White bedding works in all that’s
season and
can be easily layered with cozy wool blanket in the winter and lighter boho inspired
It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
pillows in the summer. And don’t be afraid to try out a pattern!
Choosing The Best Farm Shed For
3. Lighting
Your Rural Property”, and tells you
Lighting is a key element in any room, but is especially important when you are thinking
“The 7 Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
about creating an inviting and relaxing atmosphere like a bedroom. For an impactful
make
– And How To Avoid Them”.
change, look to your bedside lamps. It can be as simple as switching out your
existing
lamp shades or you can consider swapping out your bedside lamps completely for
Simply
call the 24
elegant wall mounted sconces.
hour, 7 days a
4. Paint
week pre-recorded
Paint is an important and low cost thing to consider when giving your space a new look.
A moody accent wall can give the space a sophisticated richness, and lightmessage
grey or pale line on:
blue are always great options to give your room that restful and relaxing feel. Paint can
also be used to liven up an old piece of furniture. Consider sanding down a tired dresser
or nightstand and painting it a bright, fun color. Some new hardware and you’ll
a
andhave
leave
brand new piece of furniture to wake up to!

1300 064 775

your
name, postal
5. Think about your floor.
address and the
Like changing out your duvet, adding or changing a rug can have a big impact and is a
code word
great place to get creative with patterns. W ho doesn’t want to wake up to something
soft
under their feet? Think about adding a thick shag or an eye-catching vintage
kilim. Rugs
“Newsletter”
are a fantastic way to pull a room together and don’t be afraid to layer a few to give the
and we’ll
space a collected and relaxed feel.
send a
6. Storage
copy
Bedroom should be a restful place so adequate storage should be utilized to
keep clutter
to a minimum. Consider closet organizers, fabric storage bins and nesting baskets
to youas
options to keep miscellaneous items from piling up.
‘pronto’.
7. Walls
Don’t forget about your walls! Painting, wallpapering, or hanging artwork on your walls
can have a major—and instant—impact on the look and feels of your space. Art should
reflect your personal interests and passions—plus can be uniquely displayed. Consider
a gallery wall, you can continuously add to it. Frame special cards, source pieces from
local makers, and print special photos in black and white. Select frames in a consistent
style from simple black to ornate gold vintage. Adding ledges and creating a c ollection
that both lean and hang is an inexpensive way to display as well.

NOOSA PRESTIGE PAINTING
P3 NOW!
WANT A FREE HOME TRANSFORMATION QUOTATION?
CALLNEWSLETTER
1300296255
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2020 IS ALMOST OVER!
NOW IS THE BEST TIME
Painting
TO BOOK FOR YOUR
Tips PAINTING
HOUSE
PROJECT!
& Hints

FREE

Have you been putting off painting your home’s exterior? It’s a timeconsuming job that requires concentration, so we don’t blame you. There’s
only so long you can ignore your home’s flaking, discoloured paint though.
The longer you leave it, the more damage your exterior will experience as
paint helps protect against the dust, rain and sunshine. The good news is
that the perfect time to hire a team of Sunshine Coast painters is right now,
in Spring. Here’s why.

Get a FREE copy of
he Official Consumer’s
WHY SPRING IS THE PERFECT PAINTING SEASON?
Autumn and winter might be relatively dry months in Australia, but Awareness
the
Guide to Shed
temperatures are lower than normal, and if you try to paint your home you’ll
find that you or your painters can only get to work once the sun hasBuilding
risen
(valued at $97):

fully and you’ll be forced to stop in the afternoon when the temperature
It from
reveals the big difference between a farm
starts dropping. This is because dull or misty weather prevents paint
shed
curing – even if there isn’t a single drop of rain. It’s essential for your
paintthat’s made “on the cheap” and one
surface to be warm as this helps each coat to adhere and dry quicker.
Paint
that’s
really suited to your needs.
applied to cold surfaces tends to crack quickly once dried.

It’s called, “The Farmers Guide To
Choosing
The Best Farm Shed For
If you wait until summer, you can expect to run into problems brought
about
by seasonal rain. Moisture and paint aren’t a good combination as Your
the
Rural Property”, and tells you
former encourages the latter to swell, blister and peel. This means that you
“The
7
could paint your home in early summer, only to have it look as if you never Big Costly Mistakes Shed Buyers
make
repainted at all months later. Hold off on summer painting, and you’ll
also – And How To Avoid Them”.
prevent mildew and mould from growing or having the paint fade Simply call the 24
prematurely due to ultraviolet ray exposure.
hour, 7 days a
week pre-recorded
Like most people, you probably take your holidays at year end to celebrate
Christmas and New Year’s Day with family or at the beach. Do youmessage
really
line on:
want to spend this time in uncomfortable overalls painting in the sweltering
heat? Instead, leave it to the professionals and do it this spring.

1300 064 775
and leave your

BEFORE YOU START PAINTING
name,
postal
With the weather is dry and mild as it is in spring, it’s the perfect time
to
paint your home. We recommend that you start with an exterior inspection
address and the
first to see if any minor repairs need to be done first. Taking care ofcode
this will
word
extend the lifespan of your paint job and the work done by your Sunshine
“Newsletter”
Coast painters.

DID YOU KNOW?
A lobster’s blood is
colorless but when
exposed to oxygen it
turns blue.

and we’ll
send a
copy
to you
‘pronto’.
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MONTHLY
HUMOUR
A man goes out with his
friends for the night.
Before he leaves he tells his wife, “I promise I
will be home by midnight.”
Midnight comes and goes. He finally arrives
home at about 3AM. As he walks in, he
realizes the cuckoo clock is about to go off. As
it begins to go off, he decides to coo another
9 times.
He sneaks into bed satisfied with himself. The
next morning he wakes up and his wife has
breakfast made. She doesn’t seem to be mad.
Satisfied with himself he asks her “You slept
okay last night?”
She replies, “Yeah, but we need a new cuckoo
clock.”
He asks her why and she tells him:
“Last night it cooed 3 times, then it yelled,
“Crap!”

David gave us valuable
advice on different paint
finishes best suited to our
rendered walls, and then
worked quickly with us to
reassess and modify paint
colour when our first daring
colour choice for walls
proved a little too daring.
End result for our home is a
bold statement of marine
blue and crisp white, looking
very smart and fresh for our
street. Great work, guys,
and thank you!” -Karina
Gough QLD

To Noosa Prestige Painting:
Your crew just finished the job. I
can’t praise them enough, they
were absolutely amazing!
THANK YOU!
-D. Gorlich

“It cooed another 6 times, farted, and giggled
a little bit.”
“Finally it cooed 3 more times, farted, and
tripped on the carpet.”
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